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Abstract: Following the Arab Spring, Italy has tried to improve its geopolitical position 
in the Middle East. Its approach, however, has suffered from the lack of a grand strategy 
and overreliance on strategic partners. Weapon export is one of Rome’s greatest tools to 
safeguard its security and energy interests in the Mediterranean region and beyond, a 
tool it has used in the last decade to cultivate relationships with Turkey, Egypt, and Saudi 
Arabia. Rome hoped that their convergence of interests would ensure an improvement in 
its position. Ten years later, this has not happened: Italy’s weapon export policy has been 
guided by short-term economic interests at the expense of both its declared commitment 
to human rights and of its greater geopolitical ambitions. Italy’s Cold War-inspired threat 
perception and an unwillingness to commit to a proactive foreign policy approach have 
resulted in the creation of asymmetric partnerships where Rome needs Ankara, Cairo, and 
Riyadh more than they need Italy. 

Italy’s perception of its own military and political position in the Mediterranean Sea and in 
the wider Middle East has radically shifted after the outbreak of the Libyan crisis in 2011. Since 
then, Rome has become the first safe harbour in a migration crisis of historical proportions and 
was forced to shake off almost two decades of foreign policy slumber. Italy’s new approach to 
the region is a Greater Middle East policy; with its preferred instrument being weapon exports 
to selected strategic partners such as Egypt, Turkey, and Saudi Arabia. However, the lack of an 
overarching grand strategy on Italy’s part, as well as the conflict of interest between the military 
industry and the political apparatus, has resulted in the creation of weak economic links that 
have failed to advance Italy’s national interest. This highlights the structural inefficiency of 
the Italian Republic, where the rapid succession of weak coalition governments prevents the 
implementation of a single, coherent line in Rome’s foreign relations. Not only has Italy’s 
military industry been complicit in the on-going killing of civilians across conflicts, but Rome’s 
use of arm trade as a foreign policy tool has also backlashed by allowing other regional powers 
such as Turkey and Egypt to improve their military position at the expenses of its own. This 
highlights the pressing need to subordinate special economic interests to national interests.

Italy’s ‘Greater Middle East’ policy
The foreign policy of the Italian Republic was a born out of the WWII initially and the Cold War 
later. Securely anchored within NATO, Italy’s role was at once that of a bulwark against the 
west-ward expansion of Moscow’s sphere of influence. Italy’s identity and foreign policy goals 
were thus moulded by the bipolar system, and its political and economic development were 
strongly linked to those of the US, and later of the EU, that it could be argued that Rome lacked 
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a distinguishable, independent foreign policy ambition. With the end of the Cold War and 
the collapse of the old international order also came a profound institutional crisis, the end 
of the First Republic and the ‘Clean Hands’ scandal,1 which left Italy bereft of its traditional 
party system as well as of a strong institutional identity. In recent years, Italy has been 
seeking to create its own foreign policy agenda and independent identity by swinging in 
between bouts of Europeanism and populism without quite settling for either. 2 It was in 
the aftermath of the 2008 economic crisis, which dealt the finishing blow to the years of 
the Berlusconi intermezzo, that Italy was forced to confront the consequences of decades of 
low political engagement with its neighbourhood. The Libyan war, and the migration crisis 
that followed, re-heightened in Italy the perception of its precarious yet strategically vital 
position in the Mediterranean Sea. 

The re-focus on the greater Middle East dominates Italy’s strategic outline as presented in 
the 2020 Programmatic and Multiannual Document for the Defense (DPP).3 Here, officials 
point to the Syrian war, the Libyan war, and the escalation of tension in the Gulf region as 
the three most impending threats for Italy’s national security. The worldwide increase in 
military spending to 2.1% of the world’s GDP as well as the discovery of new hydrocarbon 
reserves in the Mediterranean Sea are singled out as two of the potential catalysts for 
the outbreak of a crisis of unforeseeable proportions.4 Italy is first of all worried that 
regulated access to vital energy resources in the region could be compromised by further 
militarisation of the Mediterranean Sea. In the light of the necessity of protecting vital 
waterways, the DPP stresses the importance of equipping Italy with a ‘military apparatus 
that is commensurate to the responsibilities that (Italy) wants to assume, capable of 
ensuring a credible deterrence and a tangible capability of responding to threats’.5 

What is of greater interest is the doctrine formulated in the DDP. It states that the 
environment of both threat and opportunity could be conceptualised as a triangle whose 
sides represent the eastern, western, and southern geographical vectors of interstate 
relations. The eastern vector is characterised by strategic competition, the southern vector 
bears destabilisation, while the western vector represents European and trans-Atlantic 
alliances. The interpretation of this doctrine is complicated by the lack of an explicit 
definition of what geographical areas the eastern and southern vectors refer to. 
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It is plausible to assume that the eastern vector of interstate competition refers to Russia 
and its allies, singled out at different points as powers who have increasingly assumed 
an assertive posture that defies the principles of collective security. In that case, the 
encounter between Italy’s sphere of interests and this threat could be located in the Balkan 
region. It is also possible that the eastern vector refers to the Eastern Mediterranean and 
the on-going rivalry between Turkey, Greece and, to an extent, France. 

The southern front, characterised by a phenomenon that is destabilising for the regional 
and international order, may refer only to North Africa, but it could be understood to 
include the Sahel, the Horn of Africa, and the Near East, too. In fact, in recent years there 
has been a tendency to consider these regions as complementary of the security system 
of the Middle East because of the perception that the root causes of instability and 
migration are located there. Under this enlarged definition of the Middle East, countries 
such as Saudi Arabia and the UAE can be considered part of Italy’s security complex due 
to their influence in Syria, the Horn of Africa and the Sahel region.

Lastly, the identification of the Wester vector with the NATO alliance indicates that Italy 
is placing itself at the centre of the intersection between NATO’s search for stability and 
the state and non-state threats that hamper it. Italy is effectively portraying itself as the 
front line of a new conflict where ‘east’ and ‘south’ take on the established western order. 

This triangular doctrine shows that Italy’s Greater Middle East policy is in fact not far from 
being a re-heated Cold War doctrine: the major axis of interstate confrontation is still the 
east-west one, while the southern element is seen only in terms of ‘fragile states’ and 
transnational challenges, which are being exacerbated by the intervention of state actors 
looking to gain geopolitical and geoeconomics advantages. Guided by this worldview, 
Italian officials have based their Greater Middle East policy on the necessity to build 
trusted partnerships with countries that were perceived as stable, in particular, after the 
escalation of the migration crisis in 2015 Italy has cultivated special ties with Egypt, Saudi 
Arabia, and Turkey. They hoped that the apparent convergence of interests between 
Rome and these countries would help alleviate the issues of migration and terrorism 
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Italy was facing, while avoiding putting additional weight on the Italian state’s already 
stretched resources through active policy initiatives. But by following this outdated Cold 
War logic, Rome has failed to see that one of the emerging axes of confrontation in the 
Mediterranean is north-south and south-south interstate competition: the perceived 
alignment of interests between Italy and non-European regional powers has turned out 
to be ephemeral, and Italy is now finding that it has not made much progress at all since 
2015 on the Middle East dossier.   

One of the preferred instruments through which Rome has tried to cultivate ties with 
Egypt, Saudi Arabia, and Turkey has been weapon exports. Ties between Italy and the 
three countries in the military industry are all but new, with the cooperation between 
the arms manufacturing company, LEONARDO,6  and the Turkish defence industry dating 
back to at least two decades. However, after 2015 Italy has attempted to leverage the 
economic and personal links created by arm trade into political links, with scarce results. 
Italy’s political cooperation with Saudi Arabia reached its peak during the Matteo Renzi 
government (2014-2016) and faded from the mediatory spotlight after sustained public 
opinion backlash. Renzi’s initiative was more guided by perceived common economic 
and energy interests rather than by geopolitical consideration. For this reason, Italy 
continued to export weapons to Riyadh even after Germany decided to halt new contract 
with Saudi Arabia in 2018 over mounting evidence of Riyadh’s role in the Yemen war.7 We 
see the greatest jump in Italy’s exports to Saudi Arabia in 2019, when they increased to 
over €100 million from €13 million in 2018, making Riyadh Italy’s third biggest market 
in the MENA region after Egypt and Algeria.8 This may be due to the fact that there is a 
lag between the approval of a contract and the effective delivery of the product; however 
the lack of transparency of the transaction listed makes it hard to discern whether it was 
Renzi’s or Conte’s government who actually approved the orders. 

Italy’s decision in January 2021 to permanently ban sales of missiles to Saudi Arabia and 
UAE following NGO advocacy against their use in the war in Yemen should be seen more 
as a PR manoeuvre on the part of the then-ruling Conte coalition (2018-2021),9 and will 
have limited economic repercussion on the special trade relation.10 A look at Italy’s official 
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parliamentary report on authorized weapon exports shows that Saudi-Italian trade has been 
less prominent overall in the past five years (11th biggest export market in 2019 and 17th in 
2018, with a significant decrease in total volume of exports compared to the period 2011-2016 
in which it always figured among the top 10 export markets).11 Moreover, exports of missiles 
and bombs constituted only part of the items sold to Riyadh in 2019 for a total commission 
of €105 million. While the breakdown is not available due to poor transparency practices, 
the order included automated weapons, ammunition, military vehicles and aircrafts, all of 
which are not included in ex-Prime Minister Conte’s withdrawal of the licence for bomb and 
missile exports.12 A similar loophole was used during the temporary suspensions of export 
licences to Egypt during the height of the diplomatic crisis caused by the murder of Giulio 
Regeni in 2016,13 when the emission of new export licences was forbidden, but existing 
contracts were carried to term.

Since Italy’s relation with Saudi Arabia failed to develop beyond economic interests, Rome 
has been conceiving of its relationship with Egypt and Turkey as a primarily geopolitical one, 
though one cultivated again mostly through economic means. Italy saw Turkey as the key to 
its migration policy, holding the place of crossroads for Syrian refugees coming to Europe 
on one hand, and a strong military and political position in the newly forming Libyan state 
on the other. Ankara is also part of Italy’s strategy of energy diversification, thanks to the 
completion of the new Southern Gas Corridor. The Southern Gas Corridor is a network of 
pipelines extending from the Caspian region to the Adriatic Sea through Turkey. The last 
part of the network, the TAP (Trans-Adriatic Pipeline), was completed in December 2020 and 
has recently delivered 1 billion m3 of gas from Azerbaijan to Europe.14 Egypt, too, represents 
a pivotal nexus in Italy’s trade and energy supply chain through the Suez Canal and holds 
the promising hydrocarbon deposit of Zohr for which Italy’s energy state company ENI has 
an exclusive contract.15 Even in these interstate relations, however, Italy’s political gains are 
hard to spot. In fact, in both cases Rome has placed itself in an asymmetric relation where 
Ankara and Cairo need Italy much less than Italy needs them as privileged strategic partners 
in its Middle East policy. 
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Egypt has become a preponderant partner in Italy’s arm market, rising in 2019 to become the 
first export destination for Italian weapons, totalling orders for over €870 million.16 The sale of 
two FREMM frigates is a significant component, despite representing only a fraction of the new 
order placed by Egypt in 2020, which, according to some sources,17 over the years will total about 
€10 billion. While the official government records detailing armaments’ orders approved in 
2020 has yet to be released, media sources claim that Egypt’s order includes four more frigates, 
twenty patrol ships, twenty-four Eurofighter Typhoon aircrafts, and twenty-four M346 jet 
trainers.18 If this order is delivered, it will be Italy’s biggest armament commission since WWII.  

Turkey’s market, much like Saudi Arabia’s, has shrank in size compared to previous years. 
However, this is due more to Turkey’s investment on its own domestic armament production 
and does not represent a weakening of military or economic ties between the two countries. 
In fact, Italy has long subcontracted the construction of weapons through LEONARDO to 
Turkish companies such as ONUK,19 and has been cooperating in joint development of 
canons and armoured shields for Turkish navy ships.

However, disagreements have surfaced in the last months. With the appointment of the 
new Mario Draghi government, which has taken a much stronger pro-EU policy, relations 
with Egypt and Turkey have quickly soured. Italy perceives Turkey as an unfair rival in Libya, 
which Rome considers its exclusive sphere of interest due to its colonial legacy; this has 
spread into a wider political disagreement with recent hostile diplomatic moves by Turkey 
leading to the embarrassment of President of the EU Commission Ursula von der Leyen.20 
Prime Minister Draghi replied by calling Turkish president Erdogan a ‘dictator’.21 Relations 
with Egypt have also clouded once again due to the continued obstruction to justice on 
part of the Egyptian magistrates in the Regeni process. This is also now due to the mediatic 
spotlight shone on the on-going case of the unlawful detention of Patrick Zaki by Egyptian 
security forces.22

Italy’s military budget controversy
Beyond failing to provide Italy with significant geopolitical influence in the Mediterranean 
Sea whilst arming what may turn out to be strategic rivals such as Egypt and Turkey, Italy’s 
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policy on armament production and export has also come under scrutiny domestically. Italy’s 
civil society has contested the fact that the government has allowed the military industry 
to continue operations during COVID-19 lockdowns to meet deadlines for on-going export 
contracts.23 Many feel that successive governments have prioritised the arm industry over 
other sectors such as public healthcare: as part of the 2020 budget, the government established 
a fund of €144 billion for investments which are deemed strategic for the development of the 
country for the period 2020-2035; out of these, approximately 25% are destined to the defence, 
compared to 1.5% of the total which has been destined to improving public healthcare.24 This 
decision sits within a wider trend which sees a progressive contraction in public expenses 
dedicated to healthcare, and an increase in military expenses, which reached 1.43% of GDP in 
2019 compared to 1.25% in 2006.25

One of the narratives that is advanced to justify continued weapon production during the 
pandemic is that Italy’s military industry is a lynchpin of the country’s post-COVID economic 
recovery. Upon the approval of the DDP, the Minister of Defence Lorenzo Guerini said, ‘the 
resources destined to defence represent a strategic leverage for the economy of our country 
and ensure employment growth’.26 However, the net economic contribution of the Italian 
military-export complex has been long contested by NGOs. Some evidence that the economic 
profits attributed to the military industry may not be connected to overall economic growth 
can be deduced by looking at the interrelation between public spending, weapon exports, 
and private banks.

PresaDiretta, a TV programme airing investigative journalist reports, has looked at Italy’s 
sale of two FREMM frigates to Egypt. It was reported that the frigates had originally been 
commissioned for the Italian military by the Minister of Defence, and were subsequently built 
by FINCANTIERI, an Italian company with 70% state ownership; moreover, Egypt’s payment 
for the frigates, whose total sale price amounts to €990 million, has been fronted by a group 
of five Italian banks (36% financed by investment bank Cassa Depositi e Prestiti, which is among 
the major private stock owners  of FINCANTIERI and is itself 86% owned by the Ministry of 
Economy and Finance), with the Italian state acting as guarantor for the payments.27 New 
estimations by NGO Osservatorio Mil€x place the cost sustained by the Italian state for the 
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construction of the two frigates at €1.2 billion, or €210 million more than what Egypt will 
pay.28 In other words, the frigates were built with public money, sold for less than they 
costed, and acquired by Egypt through a loan with Italian commercial banks guaranteed, 
again, by Italy’s state funds. 

Of course, the sheer volume of the new €10 billion order ensures that beyond this single 
frigate weapon producing companies will enjoy profits, and a great part of the appeal of 
the deal lies in the expectation that this level of economic and military cooperation will 
be renewed in the coming years. While private profits are guaranteed, it remains doubtful 
whether or not the way in which these deals are conducted is a fair use of public money 
that contributes to Italy’s domestic economic needs, not just to the stock portfolio of 
shareholders. Some have speculated that Italy’s choice can be explained in terms of 
energy interests: Rome’s weapon procurement comes with an implicit understanding 
that on its part Egypt will oversee the security of ENI’s hydrocarbon deposit of Zorh.29

Italy’s double standards on the international sphere: preaching cooperation, 
practicing secrecy
In spite of the inevitable interlinking between the Italian military institution and 
the country’s military industry, there exist contradicting interests that pull Italy’s 
governments in opposite policy directions. On one hand, Italy’s defence forces have 
repeatedly highlighted the necessity of cooperation within NATO and, increasingly so, EU 
frameworks to strengthen individual and collective defence capabilities, as well as for the 
development of future technological innovations that would otherwise result too costly 
for a single country to shoulder on their own. Following Brexit, many analysts noticed 
how Italy, as the third largest defence spender, was best placed to take the UK’s position, 
alongside France and Germany.30 Many had also hoped that the elimination of Franco-
British disagreements from the table would have pushed forth EU defence integration 
within the established framework of EDA (European Defence Agency). 

Italy’s 2015 White Paper made a strong case for closer European collaboration not only 
on the defence front, but also in developing a common framework for armament 
production. It does, however, also make a crucial distinction between ‘sovereign’ and 
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‘collective’ technologies, the first including those critical for the security of the country 
and those in which Italy has a perceived market edge.31 Italy seems to have followed a 
similar pick-and-choose approach to its international obligations on weapon exports: 
Italy has failed to declare the destination country of its weapon exports to UNROCA since 
2009, consistently appealing to a confidentiality clause that is meant to safeguard national 
security.32 Italy’s lack of transparency on its weapon exports extends to official internal 
documents as well: recent investigations trying to trace its arm trades highlighted how 
information is purposefully provided in fragmented and incomplete tables that, many 
times, cannot be pieced together.33

Behind this veil of secrecy there is a systematic violation of national and international 
regulations on weapon exports. In recent years, the use of weapons of Italian manufacture 
has been documented in the conflicts in Yemen and Syria, as well as in the repression 
of the 2011 protests in Bahrain.34 One glaring example includes the sale of bombs to 
Saudi Arabia. In 2016, the Renzi Government authorised the supply of over 19,000 MK82 
bombs to Saudi Arabia, of which about 1,700 were shipped in 2018. Mwatana for Human 
Rights has provided evidence that the fragments of bombs found among the debris of 
the Yemeni conflict are made in Italy.35 As in the case of the Egyptian FREMM frigate, in 
many cases Italian banks directly funded the production and sale of weapons,36 creating 
a recycling of capital that is very far from the claim of economic ‘virtuosity’ attributed to 
the military industry.

Conclusion: special interests have trumped national interest 
Italy’s Greater Middle East policy has failed to provide the country with any lasting 
geopolitical foothold in the region precisely because it has failed to appreciate the 
fundamental divergence in strategic goals between Italy and its chosen partners. Instead 
of serving national interests, the economic interests of the military industry have actually 
prevaricated considerations of national security, such as in the case of the sale of the 
FREMM frigates to Egypt, providing a non-NATO regional power with infrastructures 
that had been built for the Italian navy and thus allowing it to increase its military 
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autonomy and to solidify its hold on the Suez Canal against potential instability in 
the Sinai Peninsula. Favouritism for weapon producing companies has also contributed 
domestically to deteriorating Italy’s already fragile public trust in the government’s will 
and ability to provide for essential public infrastructure such as healthcare. Its hands-off 
approach to the spiralling crises that are still enveloping in the region has left Rome in 
a precarious position on issues of energy policy, migration, and conflict without a clear 
path forward. What is needed right now in Rome is a strong and clear vision of the role 
that Italy should aim to play in the Middle East and the formulation of a proactive rather 
that a reactive tactic of engagement with all parties towards the regional ecosystem that 
builds enduring political links rather than temporary economic ones.
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